Conclusion to Volume 46

Volume 46 has been a tremendously successful edition of the *Loyola University Chicago Law Journal*. The *Law Journal* published four issues with extremely diverse topics, ranging from death penalty reform to 3D printing. It also published articles, essays, and remarks from two conferences at Loyola University Chicago School of Law.

Volume 46 has been a year of many achievements. The *Law Journal* published each issue ahead of schedule, increased membership, and published four student notes and comments. The *Law Journal* added a new kind of student publication—recent development articles—that Volume 47 and future volumes will continue. Finally, the *Law Journal* has put substantial effort into reviving its Illinois-related issue.

Thank you to all of the contributing authors, members of the *Law Journal*, and all the faculty and staff members at Loyola University Chicago School of Law who assisted with our publication. We are extremely grateful for the thousands of hours that have been collectively spent producing, publishing, and editing Volume 46 and organizing and supporting our conference, “Privacy in a Data Collection Society.” Thank you to Abraham Souza and the Volume 45 Editorial Board for teaching all of us so well. Finally, thank you to all the members and Volume 46’s Executive Board for your countless hours of managing the *Law Journal*.
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